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If you would like to join the team and set up a regular (or even occasional)
feature, please contact the Editor. At the moment this Newsletter is too
much a “one man band”! All contributions are welcome.
CONTACT THE NEWSLETTER
The Newsletter now has its own e-mail contact address, which is :“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com”
We hope we will have a very full ‘in-tray’ each month!
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Any ideas about what we should include, any contributions you may wish to
make about yourself and your interests, any news, recommended hobby
outlets or just a general “Hi” to fellow readers would be very welcome.
It’s your Newsletter! Use it.
NEWSLETTER POLICY

LINKS
Don’t forget, if it’s in RED ‘click’ on it to take you off into the ‘ether’!

IT’S UP TO YOU
This Newsletter relies for its content on material supplied by its readers and
no-one else. It does not ‘pick up’ on articles in other publications, it does not
syndicate and it tries to reflect no-one’s views and opinions other than those
of its readers. You can help to maintain that integrity by ‘keeping in touch’ ….
let us know what you think, what you are doing with your hobby. If you have
any ideas about how this Newsletter could be improved, what you like or
don’t like about it, then please contact the Newsletter either through “Over to
You” or to the Editor direct at…….

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com”

This Newsletter is freely distributed to regular subscribers and is available
to download through Macclesfield Model Railway Group’s web site and
others. Some of our information is derived from the internet and we try to
acknowledge sources where ever we can. However, it is not always possible
to trace original sources with the limited facilities that we have and we
apologise unreservedly in advance for any oversight.
As a reader/recipient of this Newsletter, you are free to distribute it
amongst your friends and family, other clubs and societies to which you
may belong or use any part of it to promote and further interest in railway
modelling.
MMRG claims no copyright of any of the content and you are free to use any
part of it for any non-profit making purpose you wish. Should you wish to
use any of the content in any documentation of your own, all that we ask is
that, as a courtesy, you forward us a copy.
With regard to commercial/for profit use of our material, we have to rely on
trust - we have no way of monitoring such use. If you do intend to use our
material in such a way, please ask for permission first. It is unlikely to be
refused but, at the very least, an acknowledgement would be expected in
return.
COMMERCIAL ADVERTISING
Our policy, at present, is that this publication will carry no commercial
advertising. It is a Newsletter! However, should you wish to place an
“advertising article” concerning a new product, an up-grade to an existing
product or a more general “of benefit/interest to railway modellers” article,
please contact ‘The Editor” via e-mail initially. It is understood that such
features do not carry the endorsement of MMRG unless specified.
AND FINALLY

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
All article text and photographs are by the authors except for images for “The
Funnies” which are drawn from the internet and are, with our apologies,
original source unknown. Should we, inadvertently, have infringed your
copyright please accept our apologies, let us know and we will publish an
appropriate acknowledgement and apology in the next available issue.

This Newsletter is produced for and on behalf of Macclesfield Model
Railway Group as part of their ‘constitutional obligation’ to promote and
support the hobby of railway modelling. MMRG, under it’s own rules, is
obliged to pursue ‘educational’ opportunities within the hobby and this
Newsletter is proud to play its part.
No price can be placed on the value of ‘education’, which is why this
Newsletter is, and always will be, free.
—————————————————————

As many of you know, I was due to go to Harrisburg (USA)

EDITORIAL

last June but, because of Covid19, the show I was to attend
August, normally, is supposed be a time of sun, sand and
sangria but, this year especially, such plans have been apt to

was shifted to September. That, too, has now been
postponed until June next year. The cancellation of the June
2020 dates did not, in themselves, cause any great problem

go awry!

……. I was allowed to neither leave the UK nor enter the
Spain is an ‘iffy’ destination, to say the least, for those who
cannot afford a two week isolation period on their return, the

USA at the time and, even if I could have travelled, BA had
cancelled my flights!

USA is having its share of problems and ‘air corridors’ can be
closed, seemingly, at a moment’s notice! No wonder
‘staycations’ are the flavour of the month for those who wish
to get away ……. if only for a change of scene.

Thankfully all monies I’d paid out were refunded by the hotel
in Harrisburg and by Amtrak for return train fares between
New York and Harrisburg. Even BA, eventually, refunded my
air fares after a considerable amount of hassle. The hotel in

Me? I’m staying at home except for ‘escapes’ to the caravan
… but that, too, has its limitations. The pubs and restaurants
can only operate ‘al fresco’ (as I write this) and that has to be
something of a hit and miss set up given our climate. The

New York, however, has shown no such understanding (or
goodwill) and has only offered to transfer my booking to
another date. What’s that line from the song ………. “I can
see trouble ahead”!

phone service can be disrupted by a fluttering leaf or a
passing bird (note to self - move bird feeder and fell a few

Perhaps having access to t’interweb has it’s uses after all.

trees!) and the internet is almost non-existent. It’s a great
place to go to really escape the phone, texts, e-mails,
FaceBook and all the other modern intrusions that have,

And, in large part, that’s why I’m having a ‘staycation’ this
summer.

somehow, become so necessary to our existence. Without
these distractions, I find it one of the few places where I can
really indulge in my hobby without interruption.

Of course, the biggest problem is I have far too many
projects in the pipeline (and those queueing to join it) than I

Whatever you end up doing during August, I hope that you
stay safe and stay well.

All you have to do now is scroll down to see what ‘goodies’
we have for you this month.

have time available for them ……….. Mmm. Maybe I should
live at the caravan and only return to Macclesfield when

Enjoy the read.

absolutely necessary……… for the summer, at least.

Macclesfield Model Railway Group
through the On30 Group, supports the development of

“MegaPoints Controllers”
for all the latest news, go to:-

"www.megapointscontrollers.com"

HOW TO BUILD ANYTHING YOU WANT -

made the end gables from balsa but triangles of card with

LARGE INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS.

some tabs on would be fine. The old fashioned parcel tape
(the brown stuff you have to lick) is great for sicking card

Phil Mason

I've explored three different media: wood, card and the
inevitable Ferrero Roche boxes. All these will be clad in
corrugated card bought from a 'pound shop' (hint: never pass
one of these stores without having a browse through the art
and hardware sections - great for card, paint, tools, cable ties
etc).

Wood.
Wood is strong, not too expensive (free if you've got some off
cuts) and fairly easy to work but it's heavy. My technique is to
make end profiles from Sundeala and construct a box using
ply or hardboard sides and fitting around the ends. I did this

together and repairing your box if it starts to fall apart. It

for one building because I needed the strength of wood to

readily takes card glue or paint (unlike the plastic stuff).

Ferrero Roche boxes.
You'll need the big ones. These are great because they
provide instant glass for buildings with a lot of windows. You
just need to cut holes in the cladding material or you can
build up the cladding in sections. I did the latter and added
left over window frames from a Metcalfe kit. Ferrero Roche
also offer the advantage of being made from a polystyrene
type plastic that responds well to the normal solvent glue. So
they are easy to stick together and are compatible with
Plastikard and detail bits from the likes of Ratio etc. I made
the roof from CD cases which are made of a similar material
and come with a convenient hinge to form the apex.

allow me to stand the front bit on girders. Balsa would be
better, but it costs money.

Card.
Here the three are ready for detailing to form part of a steel

The cheating way to build strong buildings is to find a box of
the right size and add a roof. I used a cat food box. I actually
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works……….

and, on this page,
the detailing in
progress.

I’ve ‘sort of’
finished the
buildings now…..
by that I mean I've
got more excited
by another project!

I'll come back to it
later and add
more pipes,
walkways and …
………..… but
that’s another
story.
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BREAKING NEWS

TOM CRUISE FINED FOR TICKET DODGING
PASSENGER LATE FOR TRAIN QUESTIONED BY
POLICE

NEW ROCKET POWERED LOCOMOTIVE TESTED

POLICE TO ENFORCE SOCIAL DISTANCING REGS AT
ALL MAJOR UK STATIONS

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend:“NARROW GAUGE MODELING COMPANY”
Hubbardston
MA, USA

SHANGHAI TURNS TO RAILWAY MODELLER FOR

(1) 978 928 5128

MAXIMUM TRACK LAYOUT IN AVAILABLE SPACE

specialising in On18, On2, On3 and On30
‘narrowgaugemodeling.com'
and Facebook at ‘Narrow Gauge Modeling
Company’
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produce a model with almost correct dimensions.

WHAT DID I DO DURING THE LOCKDOWN?
Udo Pfannkuche

I knew that this tiny model would weigh very little so I decided
The lockdown in Wuppertal, Germany provided me with

to craft the frame from 2 mm metal sheets and the

enough time to build the small diesel shunter for the Erfurt &

superstructure from 0,7 mm metal sheets.

Sohn wallpaper factory's backyard, where all the
commodities for the wall paper production arrive by rail. This

Then the headaches began; where to place the motor, where

tiny diesel locomotive has been preserved and displayed

the decoder chip, where the speaker, the little motors for the
automated couplers? How could I conceal all the necessary
wiring? I had to compromise at several places and corners of
the loco.

near a restaurant where an abandoned railroad line once

The power transmission from the motor to the wheel sets had

passed. This small diesel shunter served the factory's freight

to be done by worm and worm gear to gain a slow moving

tracks until 1992, when the railway freight traffic was

locomotive. The prototypical top speed was 12 km/h!

redirected to road trucks and the entire line was closed.

Thus I also needed a geared motor with a ratio of 1 in 15 and
a worm/worm gear transmission ratio of 1 in 25. The two

This diesel locomotive was produced by the German

wheel sets are linked by a Delrin chain. The motor is small

locomotive manufacturer Gmeinder in 1962 with the

enough to be placed between the frame just above the
axles. The 4 mm diameter motors for the automated
couplings are glued to the frame's ends. Since I use Kadee
couplers it is easy to uncouple enganged couplings; simply
pull the knuckles backwards by a fine Nylon string.

I also wanted a Stay-alive-Capacitor, but where to place it? I
found room on the backside of the open driver's cab,
camouflaged by wooden panels. The front side of the
cab houses the wiring, the wiring interface, and the decoder
chip. The wires and the decoder's interface (Plux 22) was
hidden behind wooden panelling. The decoder chip is visible
and thus easy to remove or replace.
production number 5276. It's a 22,5 hp 4-wheel diesel
shunter, weighing 4.5 tons. There are no plans or drawings

The bent corners of the driver's open cab provided the

available so I had to measure the locomotive myself to

soldering places for the cab's roof stanchions. The hood
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houses the double speaker set which performes

The frame sits very low so the buffer beam had to be raised a

very well, given the tiny space of the hood. Fortunately the

bit, protruding above the foot plate. The buffers are extremly

hood has three air openings covered by grills which let the

short and - on the prototype - there is only a hook on each

sound out without any hindrance.

end to engage the couplers. The locomotive is handbraked
but I decided not to affix them; the space where there would

There is one front and one rear light, pointing down to the

be the pins to fix the brakes is occupied by the pick-up wires.

couplings so that the personel would have enough light to
operate the couplings.

I employ a Doehler & Haass decoder chip, type SD22-A4
Plux22, with the sound project of a rail car with manual gear.
The decoder is set to DCC because I am most
familiar with the DCC settings. After some fiddling and
experimenting with the CVs the tiny shunter runs fine. The
decoder is rated of a total output of 2 Amps, the
motor output is also rated at 2 Amps, but you need to
calculate the power consumption of the function outputs. At
least the available power for the motor is something about
1,3 Amps, ample of power for the small motor.

The double speaker set is powered at 2,4 Watts, enough to
make you wish to reduce the volume after 15 minutes of
operation.

At any places or cavities where possible I glued in some
pieces of lead to enhance the weight and traction
performance, so that the little locomotive moves 4 fully
loaded freight cars around, but that's the absolute limit.
The wheel sets are from Slaters and the wheels are sprung
Finally the painting and lettering had to be done. The frame

by using the pick-up wires pressing the wheels down. The

and the wheels were painted light grey, while the

resulting friction is easily overcome due to the low gear

superstructure was colored in orange. I produced

ratios, but also provides enough contact pressure to improve

the lettering on my computer, printed it, stuck to double

electrical conductivity.

adhesive strips, cut and placed it to the places where I
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assumed they were right. The prototype never had

That's why there are two locomotives from BEL in my model
railroad realm.

Now this tiny piece of power achieves the switching tasks
with competance and is a joy to play with.

such lettering, because it always remained in the possession
of the Erfurt & Sohn factory.

In my model railway realm there is a railroad company called
"BEL Barmer Eisenbahn Logistik" (Barmer Railroad Logistics)
because this company was founded to serve
particularly the Wuppertal industry. They bought several
locomotives second hand, lettered them with their own
markings, and leased some of them to several companies.
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LOCKDOWN WITH ‘PEAK FOREST’
David Mann

The coronavirus lockdown has given me the opportunity to
finish many projects started and not finished.

First up was the Millers Dale to Buxton push pull train which
did an evening run to Hayfield and back. This is a conversion
of the Hornby 57' non corridor brake third and is a project that

progressed them to near completion except for the internal
detail and transfers. DB 999500 was damaged beyond
economic repair and scrapped in 1974, so there is very little
information on it. There was a set of etchings, some
incorrect, with no instructions and involved a lot of research
during which I bought Locomotive Testing on Britain's
Railways 1901 to 1968 by David Peel ….. a veritable mine of
information.

had been on the go for two decades! Since taking the photo,
the driver has been moved to the correct central position.

This was followed by two dynamometer cars DB999500 used
on the Westinghouse P4 air brake distributor test train 3T49

in April 1968 and the ex L & Y car 45050 used frequently over
the Peak Forest route. I'd started these in 2017 and
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45050 was a complete kit with instructions and the real thing

some years ago I bought some storage boxes and built

had been beautifully restored by the PRCPT at Swanwick

cassettes for them. The Garret needed an extra long box! I

who kindly unlocked it for me to photograph and measure it's

didn't have a suitable end siding with which to unload the

interior. Whilst at Swanwick I called in on the HMRS who
kindly provided me with some photos of DB 999500. Now I
had built 45050 because it was used in the trials of 10000
and in the locomotive exchanges with Oliver Bury and
Barnstaple in 1948 and 10800 in 1950. David Peel's book
contained the record of most of the tests 45050 ran which
included many over Peak Forest lines including D150 with
brake tender between Rowsley and Cheadle.
cassettes so I made an unloading ramp which wasn't very
successful with long wheelbase locomotives. Now I’ve
worked out where I could install an end siding to unload the
cassettes and it has been completed during the lockdown.

I find books and old magazines are a good source of
information particularly ‘Over the Peak’ parts 1 and 2 by J M
Bentley who relates some interesting occurrences. In one he
and his driver had arrived at Gowholes and were having a
break before their next turn when they were despatched to
Disley to rescue a failed Peak diesel on a London express
with their 8F. They dragged the diesel and it's train to Derby
which was quite exciting when the diesel briefly burst into life
Many years ago I built a brake tender and consigned it to the
for sale box as I thought they weren't used over Peak Forest,
it was hastily retrieved. Both cars are now completed except
for transfers which are awaiting the HMRS coming out of

?

lockdown.

Next up was the Buxton Lime Firms Small Dale grinding plant
which, after two decades, still wanted roof vents and roof
windows. I had the parts and information so there was no
excuse for that not to be completed.

Finally some locomotive kit manufacturers supply their kit in a

on the down hill section and pushed the 8F to unaccustomed

box which the completed model won't fit in, the worst was the

speed. So that explains the 8F in front of the Peak diesel

K's Garret which had to be stored in 3 sections for safety. So

which can be seen in the photo of the Garret being unloaded!

Some of you may remember our first visit to
David’s attic (oops!) - way back in August and
September 2017!
If you’d like your memory refreshing, simply
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click on the links -Ed

….. BUT WHERE IS IT?

OK. There are no prizes for guessing that the train is one of

Way too many clues this month and, with careful observation,

the Eurostar fleet and that the journey to this station from St

you should have no difficulty identifying the station and your

Pancras International station takes just 2hrs 49mins.

destination.

Over the 222 mile travelling distance (which includes 2 stops)

The answer, as always, is on page 20 in its usual panel

the average speed is 78.45 m.p.h. (126.2 k.p.h.).

If I turned around from facing this station, I would see the
only reason for my being here!

Do you have a “…….But Where Is It?” that you think
might challenge our readers? If you do, then please

……….. and, yes, you might well be greeted by Mickey

send it in —— it’ll give my poor brain a bit of a rest

Mouse!

for a while!! Ed
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WOMB? - SPRUES!
Phil Mason

What’s On My Bench, Phil? Looks more like your carpet - where
most of mine end up!

I rummaged round for some scrap plastic boxes, tubes and

Sprue from old kits. Great for pipework on industrial layouts!

sprue.

I hope there's nobody from the industry reading this. I've no
idea what I'm doing and the camera has shown a nasty kink
in one, but the more pipes the better in a model steel works.
I decided my n gauge integrated steel works needed an
oxygen supply. I did some research and made sketches from

And a wet Sunday later, hey presto, a freelance oxygen

pictures on the internet.

plant. I just hope that nobody who knows anything about
oxygen storage sees it!
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Some detail bits were sourced cheaply from the internet,
but there's not much available in N gauge so I had to use
00 signal ladder and some fairly rubbish 00 handrail. I
also used some bits of Knightwing girder and truss spare
girders from a Walther's kit.

The model will be a completed with some more pipework
from ………….

………… where else? The sprue box!
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HORROCKS MERCANTILE COMPANY FOR

section as per the prototype. A stone base was added at the

PURGATORY JUNCTION (ON30)

bottom using Slaters Plasticard smooth 7mm stone.
Floors were positioned using ⅛” square strip wood bearers.

Shaun Horrocks

In order to give access to the interiors for detailing, the upper
floor was mounted on the bearers whilst the ground floors

This is the latest (and last for a while!) of the lock-down run of

were glued under the bearers. This meant that the interiors

buildings to be finished off having hung around in a

could be added after all painting was completed.

completed shell state for far too long!

The roof of the two storey part of the building is removable

The aim was to create a collection of buildings and to really

and is made from styrene with various supports to prevent it

have a go at the down-at-heel look with paint beginning to

sagging. The single story extension is actually fitted out with

peel off.

joists and purlins - not that they will be seen. Rather it was
done in a fit of pique having failed to stop a styrene roof from
sagging!

The windows and outside stairs were Grandt Line (obtained
from the 7mm Narrow Gauge Association in the UK) while
the personal doors were KS Laser Designs.

Glazing was fixed using a liberal coat of Pledge Multi Surface
Polish (tip from Ian)which has the advantage of not marking
the glazing. However, being a belt and braces person, a
couple of drops of super glue were added later.
Whilst not being a prototypical copy, the paint finish was
inspired by Fraser Mercantile Company in Fraser, Colorado.

All visible interiors have some internal detail and LED
lighting. To facilitate bringing the resulting 12 LED wires
The shell of the building was made from two layers of

together, the floor of the rear upper room and the back half of

styrene, the top one being Evergreen ™ clap-board finish.

the shop were not modelled (please don’t tell!). A tag strip

These were joined together using Limonene™ – similar to

was installed behind the shop where all wires were brought

MEK™ (methyl ethyl ketone) but gives longer before going

together.

off. The corner joins were hidden using L-shaped styrene
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The main learning part of the process was to be in the

5. Spray with a couple of layers of the top coat – more rattle

painting of the main building as I wanted a slightly down-at-

can white undercoat in this case.

heel effect. It turned out to be an 8-stage process!!!
1. Spray the exterior with a white undercoat from a “rattle

As the second layer is drying, start distressing, This can

can”, as the guys in the USA say, to give an even under

either be by sticking down some masking tape and then

colour.

pulling it off or by gently scraping with a craft knife. Initially
the aim is just to peel the bottom edges of the clap board. If

2. Lightly spray with light grey undercoat and brush in some

this doesn’t look sufficient, go to town with the craft knife

streaks of gunmetal grey. This will be the finish that you peel

before the paint goes off. In general you need to distress

back to!

more than you think to make it visible! Don’t worry if you go
too far – you can always brush paint some top coat and get a
half-way-house effect.

6. Now is the time for the ‘Pledge’ multi-surface polish which
is sprayed on to give a temporary gloss finish! This is to allow
a thin paint wash of a dark brown to “wick” down the grooves
in the clap board to give them more emphasis.

An oil paint thinned with white spirit was used which doesn’t
react with the layers below. You could use propriety products
such as Tamiya Panel Liner™ which seems to have come
from the plastic aircraft kit guys.

7. Finally a thin wash of dark brown was added in places and
together with rain streaks under windows etc etc to give that
final dusty / dirty effect.
3. Spray with matt varnish to protect the previous layers.
8. Of course everything now needs to be dulled back down
4. Spray with a couple of good coats of the cheapest,

using a matt varnish – Testors Dullcote™ in this case which,

strongest and most-perfumed hair spray you can find.

unfortunately, recently went out of production but, cunningly,

Believe it or not, this helps the next layers to peel!

there is still a small stock in my cupboard.

Using photos taken in the garden and in situ with a temporary
lining paper “backscene”, the result is……
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The annex shed.

This was constructed in the same way
as the main building but a different
approach was used for painting the
wood, Eventually the following was hit
upon - using the Tamiya Deck Tan as
a base coat which was then covered
with diluted coats of Tamiya Nato
Brown to give a faded effect.
The roof is simulated felt (tar paper in
the USA). For this, 1” strips of
masking tape were used (with extra
glue) and styrene strips for the
batons. Painting was done with a
mixture of Tamiya Nato Black and
Tamiya Nato Brown followed by a
dusting of MIG weathering powders.
The sliding door was surplus from a
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building made for ‘Wolfe Lowe’ – a

British 1920’s O Gauge – my other interest! It was painted a

The aim was to fade the stonework into the background

dull green with suitable rust streaks.

rather than making a feature of it.

As for the other bits and pieces?

The roofing for the main building was strips of proprietary
shingle glued on to the ply roof with white glue. They were

For the staging (front & back) a return was made to the

then given a wash of Tamiya Nato Brown to tone them down

trusted coffee stirrers pre-stained with a drop of Indian ink

and a couple of coats of matt varnish to seal it.

diluted in lots of meths (rubbing alcohol). These were
mounted on a pair of cross-braced longitudinal 5/16th x

The “Horrocks Mercantile Company” sign was made from a

1/16th bearers.

couple of word processor text boxes with thickened borders
and printed onto photo paper. This was then sprayed both
sides with a colourless fixative to make sure the lettering
didn’t run when the matt varnish and glue was applied.

The main problems were getting the right height and
matching the curve to the track which had already been set in

Interiors

place. A paper sheet was rubbed from the track and pinned
to a board to form a template on which the staging was built.

All spaces except the rear upstairs room are fitted out to
some extent using a mixture of self build and bought items.

The stone base for the buildings was given a coat of Tamiya
Deck Tan and then individual stones were picked out in

Now it’s time to lie down in a darkened room for a while ….

darked or lighter shades mixed from the Deck Tan as a base.

…………………..
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NEWSLETTER EXCHANGE

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“THE MODEL CENTRE”

VIA DROP BOX
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/caz3nsoxfwsos85/

Hill Farm, Beck Hole, Whitby, North Yorkshire,

AAD2m1ZvkGjlR6Wkc2JFCV4qa?dl=0
YO22 5LF
1) Issues 224 - 228 of the weekly ‘Killamarsh Eyestrain’

01947 899125

bringing you more news of Ogwen’s rebuild and more …..

“www.themodelcentre.com"

2) The July/August ‘Bennet Brooklet’ has some fascinating
information about the Bennet Brook Railway with more
information at

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend:-

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bennett_Brook_Railway
3) Another regular feature is the ‘Port Bay Express’ with the

ABC Model Railways
‘Always on the right track’

August issue available through this Drop Box link
4) July’s copy of CallBoy (miniature live steam) is packed

tel:-

with information
e-mail:-

5) A new inclusion for this month is the TTM Newsletter

web:-

(Tasmania Transport Museum). This is now on my ‘bucket

07813 031152

abcmodelrailways@yahoo.co.uk
‘www.abcmodelrailways.com'

list’ of places to visit!
MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

12” = 1 FOOT

“TRIDENT TRAINS”
1) Railtalk magazine (issue 166) - exclusively UK in content

Unit 10, The Craft Arcade, Dagfields Craft Centre,
Crewe Road, Walgherton, Nantwich, Cheshire,

in this issue and a great resource for anyone interested in
the multitude of modern liveries appearing on our rails.

CW5 7LG

There are also some great archive photos.
01270 842400

2) Railtalk magazine (issue 166 extra) - this is the

www.tridenttrains.co.uk

‘international’ supplement and has news from all over the
world.
3) More information about Railtalk Magazine, back issues

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

and details of how to subscribe can be found on their web
site.

“S.M.T.F.” (model shop)
Brookside Garden Centre, London Road North,
Poynton, Cheshire, SK12 1BY

EDITOR’S NOTE

01625 850427

If you produce a ‘free’ newsletter (or know anyone who does)

TIP
When cutting ‘plasticard’, or similar plastic

that is in any way connected with railways of whatever size
and would like to include it in this feature, please download

sheet, always use a sharp scalpel, score part

the June issue of this Newsletter for more details. You’ll find

way through and then snap along the scored

them on page 13 …..

line. This lessens the chances of creating ridges
It’s a great (and free!) way to boost circulation.

along the cut edge and requires less ‘cleaning
up’.
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THE LAST WORD

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

It was with some amusement that I set this month’s “…..But

“WALTONS of ALTRINCHAM”

Where Is It?” poser. Why? Because like you, I strongly suspect,

30, Stamford St, Altrincham, WA14 1EY

I have read all the negative press about the proposed HST2

0161 928 5940

service, its cost and that it will be a white elephant service

“www.WaltonsModels.co.uk”

aﬀordable only by the well heeled.
I have had the pleasure of travelling on both the French TGV

…But where is it?

and German ICE services and they are both very quick,

Marne-la-Vallée Chessy, Disneyland Paris

eﬃcient and cheaper than equivalent air travel between major
centres. They were, initially, regarded with exactly the same

CLUB CONTACTS AND WEB ADDRESSES

suspicions almost 50 years ago that we are hearing in the UK
today! They are now, by and large, well accepted, respected

Newsletter:-

and supported by the general public, receive good funding for

e-mail

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com"

their on-going development by their respective governments
telephone

and now form an important and integral part of Europe’s

07761 122126

transport infrastructure. They were built with the future very
much in mind.

Macclesfield Model Railway Group:-

There are, of course, equivalent rail systems in Spain, Portugal,

web site

‘www.macclesfieldmrg.org.uk'

Italy, Poland and several other European countries (and many

e-mail

‘macclesfieldmodelrailwaygroup@gmail.com'

others world-wide) and, where these services are present (and
telephone

have been for years!), there is a considerable drive to expand
them with new routes and links between population and

07796 457978
07761 122126

economic centres ……… It is only the UK that is dithering (and
racking up bills whilst doing so) about taking those first,
tentative steps!

Twitter

www.twitter.com/@MacclesfieldMRG

Facebook

www.facebook.com/macclesfieldmrg

If you would like to contact the Newsletter or Macclesfield Model

So commonplace are TGV services in France, for example,

Railway Group for any reason, simply ‘click’ on the appropriate red

that you can travel via this service from Lyon, Marseilles,

link above.

Strasbourg (and many others) as well as Brussels, Amsterdam

Don’t forget ……… your Committee members are:-

and even London (via Eurostar) directly to ………… wait for it
Chairman

Shaun Horrocks

Vice Chairman

Mike Hebblethwaite

We have no equivalent service in the UK to massive population

Treasurer

Ian Sheldon

and economic centres such as Birmingham, Manchester,

Secretary

Tom McDonough

………… Disneyland, Paris!

Liverpool, Leeds, Glasgow ……….. let alone Alton Towers!

Member reps

Colin Moores

Isn’t it about time that the UK stopped relying on an

Tony Hallatt

antequated Victorian railway infrastructure and started building

Steve Nixon

for the future?

Gerry Ogden
Andy Clayton

There…..I’ve had my “Humph”.

Alan Ashton

Take care, stay safe and stay well. ’Til next month.

Newsletter Editor
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Mike Hebblethwaite

